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a b s t r a c t

Zone control is to extend the control target from a point to a convex set. Additional degree of freedom
can improve the control performance and optimize the economic performance.This additional degree of
freedom has been proven to be expressed specifically by redundant control variables.This paper proposes
an optimization control strategy based on redundant control variables to improve the economic benefits
of zone control. When the system is outside the zone control target, the zone predictive control algo-
rithm is used to preferentially drive the state to the interior of the zone control target. When the system
enters the zone control target, it can be directly optimized by using redundant control variables to
achieve greater economic benefits. During system operation, each variable is evaluated by the steady-
state mapping model, and variables that meet certain conditions are marked as redundant variables.
The controller and optimizer are coordinated based on this label for system control and economic per-
formance. Finally, the effectiveness and feasibility of this strategy are verified by numerical simulation.
The results show that this strategy can reduce the economic loss of the system.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Model predictive control (MPC) has played a significant role in
energy optimization and economic benefits. Many researchers have
used the framework of predictive control in different application
scenarios to make different attempts on energy conservation and
economic optimization of the system [1]. designed a nonlinear
model predictive controller (NMPC-controller), which uses
following velocity, range deviation and energy consumption as cost
functions to obtains better following performance and energy-
saving behavior [2]. formulates the energy management problem
as a multi-parameter quadratic programming problem to obtain
the control law. In comparison, this method can significantly
reduce the calculation elapsed time and can improve fuel economy
[3]. uses the decoupling feature of MPC to decouple the demand
side and the supply side so that large chillers can operate efficiently.
The results show that the performance of chillers has improved in
summer and winter conditions [4]. introduced load torque esti-
mation and prediction into the MPC to reduce the negative impact
of propulsion load fluctuations on the shipboard power network
[5]. uses the MPC framework to optimize the electrical and thermal
processes taking place in multi-building energy network. The
strategy considers day-ahead and spot prices of electricity, resource
prices and other factors as loss functions. The effectiveness of the
strategy is verified by numerical simulation [6]. proposes a MPC
control strategy based on multi-layer perception (MLP), which
consists of MLP-based prediction model. Numerical experiments
show that this strategy can significantly improve thermal power
response [7]. proposes a tube-based explicit MPC control strategy,
which can effectively reduce the computational time. The numer-
ical simulation experiment of large wind turbines verified the
effectiveness of the method [8]. has designed a nonlinear MPC
control strategy with net power output as the control target. The
strategy uses simplified gradients and quasi-sequential method for
online optimization. The results show that this strategy can ensure
the requirements of load tracking and can quickly improve the net
power output. In order to reduce the negative impact of distur-
bance factors such as intermittent nature of renewable energy re-
sources and randomness of load demands on island microgrids [9],
proposes a control strategy based on two-stage robust MPC. Nu-
merical simulations show that this method is more robust and
economical than conventional methods. In the energy manage-
ment system of the residential building [10], proposes an economic
model predictive control (EMPC) strategy based on artificial neural
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networks. Compared with a conventional proportional-integral
controller, this strategy can effectively improve flexibility in-
dicators in experiments. In addition, based on the theoretical study
of the stability of predictive control, a strict convergence criterion
for closed-loop systems is established [11]. studies the influence of
the predictive horizon on the average economic loss performance
of EMPC under terminal loss function. And a strict proof of
convergence is given. The closed-loop stability is analyzed using
the constraints of the average of each input-output variable [12]. In
addition, strict convergence usually depends on terminal con-
straints. This condition can ensure that the loss function of the
system reaches the expected value [13]. gives an upper bound on
the performance loss of MPC without terminal constraints, which
simplifies the design of controllers for systems that do not have
strict performance loss requirements.

In some chemical processes, the control objective is not a con-
ventional set point, but a range. In this scenario, the set point
should be extended to a set of points, which is also called zone
control target. For example, in the petrochemical industry, the
control target of a rectification column can be defined as a specific
temperature, or a product yield. However, due to the particularity
of chemical products, the components of similar products fluctuate
within a small range. Therefore, this type of control problem can be
abstracted using zone control [14]. Under the framework of zone
control, the norm of performance indicators is different from the
traditional set point control [15,16]. It is defined as the Euclidean
distance from the point to the convex set, and this performance
index is used as the objective function of the controller. The
controller design should start from these points, with the goal of
quickly reaching the zone control target. However, when the sys-
tem enters the interior of the control target, the degrees of freedom
will not be fully saturated. This means that it is possible to continue
to operate the control variables without causing the system to
deviate from the zone control target. This part of the degree of
freedom is often ignored by engineers. In practical industrial pro-
cesses, this part of the degree of freedom can be used to optimize
energy or economic benefits. Therefore, the coordination of control
performance and economic optimization under the zone control
framework has gradually become one of the research directions
[17].

In the design of economic performance indicators, additional
indirect economic factors should be considered, such as reducing
pollution, ensuring personnel safety, and rationally disposing of
waste. These factors can usually be converted into more compre-
hensive system economic performance indicators using equivalent
algorithms. However, in general, production and energy savingmay
be contradictory. Therefore, when designing the controller, exces-
sive improvement of economic performance might reduce the
control performance. In order to solve the above problems, some
researchers use the Nash equilibrium theory to balance the control
objectives and performance indicators [18]. coordinates the con-
flicting goals of each agent under the framework of MPC andmakes
the system reach a steady state.

[19] considered multiple influencing factors and designed a
control problem for a heat exchanger network with scaling prob-
lems. This method treats disturbance parameters as time-varying
parameters, constructs a robust MPC controller, and designs a
control strategy that is superior to traditional proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) controllers [20]. considers the thermal
inertia existing in the house itself, adopts a predictive control
framework, constructs an MPC controller based on mixed integer
dynamic programming, and verifies the effectiveness of the control
strategy [21]. improved the control object’s hysteresis and the
control performance of traditional control strategies. A simplified
mechanism model was used to design the MPC control strategy,
and stability and energy saving effects were obtained in the ex-
periments [22]. adopted MPC control strategy to design a heating
system combining solar energy and geothermal energy, and veri-
fied its operating cost and actual energy saving effect. Aiming at the
uncertainty of the fuel cell model [23], designed a fuzzy generalized
predictive controller. Under this control strategy, the output per-
formance of the system and the energy efficiency of the system are
improved. From the perspective of control strategy [24], proposed a
predictive cruise control system. This control strategy uses a high-
performance MPC controller to improve the tracking ability, that is,
effectively reduce the time to reach the set trajectory. Therefore,
fuel consumption can be reduced, and energy saving and emission
reduction can be achieved.

For the purpose of energy and economic optimization, this pa-
per proposes an optimization strategy based on input variables.
This strategy utilizes input variables in the zone control framework
that do not significantly affect the control target, that is, redundant
variables. When the system is outside the control target, it is
controlled by the zone MPC controller so that the system can
quickly enter the control target. When the state enters the control
target, it means that the control task has been achieved and the
product quality has met the demand. At this time, the economic
performance of the system can be optimized. Although economic
optimization is generally contradictory with control performance,
it is possible to use the potential degrees of freedom to coordinate
these two performance indicators within the framework of zone
control. In addition, external disturbance variables may also inter-
fere with the state trajectory of the system. This will lead to the
deviation from the control objectives that have been achieved, that
is, the failure to produce products that meet the requirements. In
this case, the control strategy should be switched in time to prevent
the product quality from being affected. The entire systemwill be in
this dynamic balancing process.

In order to explain the design process of this optimization
strategy in detail, the structure of this paper is as follows: In Section
2, the design motivation of the optimization strategy proposed in
this paper is discussed in detail. The standard zone control problem
is modeled, and the existence of degrees of freedom under zone
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the controlled variables are usually temperature, pressure, flow and
other variables. The composition of the product can be determined
by these state variables, and the quality of the product is deter-
mined by the composition of the product. Therefore, the state
variable can directly establish a connection with the quality of the
product. Whenmarket factors are not considered, the product price
and these state variables can be equivalently converted. There is a
nonlinear mapping relationship between the product price . and
the state variable x as shown in the following formula.

priceðxÞ¼
�

b1 x2X1
b2 x2X2

Where Xi; i ¼ 1;2 is the set of state variables and bj; j ¼ 1;2 is the
selling price of the unit product. In other words, for cx2 Xi, the
selling price of the product is bi. For this reason, such problems can
be abstracted as zone control problems. Fig. 1 shows the basic el-
ements of zone control. When the state enters the control target, its
movement within the control target will not affect the price of the
product. Therefore, it is possible to find a state that can reduce the
cost of production or less pollution in this zone to achieve the
improvement of economic benefits.

In the framework shown in Fig. 1, the molar composition of the
chemical product is a continuous variable, while the sales of
products corresponding to different components are discrete var-
iables. This nonlinear mapping relationship is quite different from
traditional tracking control. Therefore, from this perspective, this
section first gives a more general definition of zone control targets,
and then gives common optimization strategies based on zone
control targets.
2.1. Zone control

A typical chemical process can be described abstractly using the
dynamic equation as Equation (1).

xðkþ1Þ¼ f ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ (1)

Where x2Rn denote the system states; u2Rm denote the input
variables. In the classic control problem, the control target of the
system is a set point target xsp2Rn, and the evaluation of the
control performance of the system depends on the Euclidean dis-
tance d ¼ xsp � xðkÞ2R between the current state and the control
target. This classic control framework is suitable for control sce-
narios that require precise targets and high level real-time
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of zone setting target (Control requirements are met when
the state is inside the zone control target; Product quality is unqualified when the state
is outside the zone control target).
performance. For zone control tasks, this type of control target will
increase the difficulty of system control and increase the difficulty
of system optimization. Therefore, the concept of zone control
target is introduced so that the problem shown in Fig. 1 can be
briefly described. In the zone control framework, the control target
is expanded from a set point xsp to a zone control target Xsp

composed of specific limits. Among them, in order to simplify the
design, we set the control target set as a convex set. It can be seen
that the control target is a closed set, and the internal elements can
be continuously changed within a certain range. At the same time,
the control performance is reconstructed, and it is indicated by d ¼
distðxðkÞ;XspÞ2R. distðxðkÞ;XspÞ represents the Euclidean distance
between the set Xsp and current state xðkÞ, and satisfies the
expression distðxðkÞ;XspÞ ¼ inffd��d ¼ k xðkÞ � x k;x2Xspg.

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) represent classic control methods, where
the goal is to gradually minimize the error between the system
state and the set point value in order to make the system run to the
specified state. In the case of zone targets, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and
(d), the system state trajectory is different from set point control.
When the states enters the control target zone, it means that the
product at the current moment has reached a certain level, as
shown in Fig. 1. However, on the premise of ensuring that the zone
control target are achieved, the state variables can bemovedwithin
a small range. In other words, the state of the system can move
freely without negatively affecting the price of the product. This
phenomenon is determined by the characteristics of zone control,
so the zone control system has some degrees of freedom after
achieving the zone control target. Therefore, we can use this part of
the degree of freedom to design the optimization strategy of the
system, in order to obtain a more efficient, more energy-efficient,
more economical optimization control strategy.

2.2. Economic optimization based on redundancy

In this section, our framework relies on the prerequisites
mentioned in Section 2.1, When the zone control target is achieved,
there are still degrees of freedom. This section shows the idea of
Fig. 2. Diagram of the difference between set point control and zone control. (a: Set
point control state x1 v.s. time. b: Zone control state x1 v.s. time. c: Set point control
system state trajectory. d: State trajectory of the zone control system.)



Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of steady-state feasible region evolution under different
control targets (The upper part adopts zone control; the lower part adopts set point
control).
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how to achieve economic optimization within the control targets.
According to Equation (1), we can find its steady-state mapping
model. For complex nonlinear links, we can use model simplifica-
tion techniques such as piecewise linearization to give the steady-
state mapping relationship in affine form. To facilitate subsequent
derivation, we use Sð ,Þ : Rm/Rn to represent the mapping rela-
tionship between input and state. Therefore, the input space and
the state space can be transformed into each other. Take a two-
input two-output fully observable and controllable system as an
example to illustrate this feature.The general transformation is
shown in Fig. 3.

In the case of strong nonlinearity, a piecewise linearization
method should be used to obtain a linearized description model
near each stable state. When the mapping matrix of a linear system
is not directly invertible, consider finding a generalized inverse in
order to find the inverse mapping of the system. In general, the
steady-state mapping models of ordinary linear systems meet the
reversible conditions. Based on the steady-state mapping, the set
goals of the system can be mapped to the state space as shown in
Fig. 3(b). Without loss of generality, we also give a schematic dia-
gram for the case of constant value control as a comparison, as
shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the zone control target can be reflected in the input
space through the mapping relationship in Fig. 3(b). At the same
time, combined with the input constraints in the input space, the
final steady-state input feasible region can be obtained. When the
control target is a set point, the steady-state map feasible region
obtained through the above mapping operation has only one point.
There are degrees of freedom in the feasible region of the system
under the zone target, while the set point control target has only
one steady-state feasible solutionwhen it works in steady-state. By
comparison, under the zone target framework, the system can
perform steady-state optimization within a certain range. When
the system enters the set zone, the feasible region obtained by
projecting the state of the system into the input space can intui-
tively reflect the degree of freedom that the system has under the
control performance requirements. In the steady-state feasible re-
gion of the system, actively adjusting the control input variables of
the system within a small range can cause the system to move the
steady-state operating point within the control target within a local
range. This small-scale movement needs to meet two
Fig. 3. System steady-state mapping diagram. (a: Map the control variable admissible
set of the input space to the state space. b: Map the control target of the state space to
the input space).
requirements: the first is which input variable can change in a small
range, and the second is how to define the specific boundaries of
the small range. We use Fig. 5 to illustrate these two requirements.

Fig. 5 shows some typical system optimization scenarios. First
assume that all steady-state feasible regions are obtained by setting
targets through steady-state mapping, and the operation of taking
intersections with the input constraints of the system has been
completed. In Fig. 5(a), in order to meet the specifications and
boundary conditions, it is necessary to focus on the boundary sit-
uation. The movable direction (dotted line) indicates that the sys-
tem can only move to a limited direction to meet the control
performance when it is at the boundary. When the current state is
inside and at the same time there is a certain distance between
each direction and the boundary, the system can move in any di-
rection to obtain better economic performance. In Fig. 5(b), the
shape of the feasible region of the system is a thin strip. In this case,
the degree of freedom of the system is very limited. In order to
ensure that the system is always within the feasible region, the
system can only run in one direction. Similarly, in Fig. 5(c), the
initial state of the system determines the direction in which the
system can move. The moving direction of the system can be
determined by a linear combination of the two input variables.
Therefore, we can define this kind of movability in the zone control
target as redundancy.

System redundancy exists in the framework of zone control. The
specific manifestation is that the steady state of the system is
mapped to a region rather than a point. The contribution of this
paper is to propose an economic optimization strategy based on
redundancy. This paper analyzes a simulation case and uses the
optimization strategy we have proposed to obtain better economic
performance.
Fig. 5. Schematic of steady state optimizability. (a: Rectangular steady-state feasible
region. b: Thin-band steady-state feasible region. c: Trapezoidal steady-state feasible
region).



2.3. Related work

Designing optimization strategies in control systems to obtain
better economic benefits is often considered an important part in
recent research. According to the characteristics of the control
system, different economic optimization strategies can be designed
in different scenarios. In a typical set point control task, according
to the cost of the control input variable, different trajectories can be
designed to minimize the economic loss of the system. In complex
large-scale systems, it is usually impossible to obtain global opti-
mality through the optimality of each subsystem. In other words,
theminimum economic loss operating state of each subsystemmay
not necessarily cause the entire system to obtain the minimum
economic loss. At the same time, mutual coupling factors will cause
mutual interference, which will cause the optimization effect of the
optimal control strategy of each subsystem to be abnormal. For this
reason, energy loss must be considered from the integrity of the
system, rather than simply maximizing the benefits of each sub-
system [25].

At the same time, when the control target of the system is a zone
control target, how to obtain a higher economic optimization effect
from the perspective of the system control strategy is discussed in
Ref. [14,26]. Under the zone control framework, the trajectory of the
system is divided into two parts, a control part and an optimization
part. In the control phase, we do not consider economic optimi-
zation. Before considering economic loss, the system state should
be driven into the zone control target. However, at this stage, the
control time should be minimized, that is, the time period with the
greatest economic loss is minimized. When the system enters the
control target, a control algorithm is designed under a strong
constraint environment, so that the system can find the best
working point inside the control target. The working point needs to
meet the global optimum within which economic factors such as
economic loss can be achieved.

Based on the above inference, we found that economic optimi-
zation can still be achieved from the perspective of system
redundancy. From this point of view, this paper uses a pre-solved
steady-state mapping model to design the optimization strategy
of the system. The specific redundancy analysis andmodeling of the
research objects are given in detail in Section 3.

3. Redundancy identification algorithm

3.1. Characteristics of redundant control variables

There will be additional degrees of freedom within the frame-
work of the zone control system proposed in Section 2.1. According
to Section 2.2, when the system reaches the set zone, the input
variable can be actively adjusted within a certain range. This
adjustment process does not affect the control performance of the
system. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether all vari-
ables can be freely adjusted. When designing the relevant redun-
dant variable identification algorithm, the following prerequisites
must be met: the control target has been achieved, that is, the state
of the system has been driven into the control target. Based on this,
we design an online redundant variable identification algorithm.

Redundant input variables should have the following properties
in specific performance:

1. The variable must belong to a bounded feasible field.
2. The sampling period of the optimized operation in this zone

control target should be greater than the sampling period of the
zone controller.

3. The redundant variable will not affect the control performance
of the system, that is, the influence of the change of the variable
on the steady-state operating point of the system can be judged
by the steady-state mapping matrix.

According to Equation (1) the steady state mapping is known
and satisfies xs ¼ f ðxs;usÞ. If the setting target of each state variable

of a given system is x ¼ ½x1;…; xn�T2Xsp, each component satisfies
xi2Xsp;ðiÞ; i2I½1;n�and the input constraint of each input variable of

the system is u ¼ ½u1;…;um�T2U, each component satisfies
ui2UðiÞ;i2I½1;m�, then the steady-state feasible region of the system
can be expressed by Equation (2).

XX
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interval of redundant variables should change as the control
problem changes, which brings additional costs to the actual
operation. Therefore, it is necessary to design a search algorithm
that can meet the following conditions:

(1) As few parameters as possible need to be determined.
(2) Minimal computational burden.
Fig. 6. Flow chart of redundancy search algorithm (Tolerance: depends on the calcu-
lation accuracy of the optimization algorithm solver).
3.2. Redundancy search algorithm

According to the discussion in the previous section, the interval
of the redundant variable candidate interval to be searched can be
divided by the interval segmentation method to reduce the
computational burden. However, in the actual implementation
process, too many parameters need to be defined, so that there is
still a lot of uncertainty. To facilitate analysis and derivation, we
define the domain of candidate redundant variables as belonging to
a convex connected region. In other words, there are upper and
lower bounds on the domain of the candidate redundant variable.

Therefore, the interval of the candidate redundant variable ud
can be written as ud2½ud;low; ud;high�. Therefore, the algorithm
mentioned in Section 3.1 can be further simplified to obtain a lower
computational burden. From the mapping theory of convex set, we
know that the convex set after affine transformation is still convex
set. Therefore, we can directly determine the two elements of the
ud boundary fud;low;ud;highgto represent the change of the entire ud
in the entire interval. Under this premise, Equation (6) can be
rewritten as Equation (7).

cud2
n
ud;low;ud;high

o
;duc2Uc;

fxjx ¼ f ðx;uc;udÞg2Xsp
(7)

Compared with Equation (6), Equation (7) reduces the elements
to be checked to two. As a result, a significant computational
burden is reduced. At the same time, lowcomputational burden can
make the program design more flexible, and can realize the auto-
matic search function for the domain of redundant variable.

Before giving a specific search algorithm, we first define a
redundant variable test method.Without loss of generality, in order
to be applicable to non-linear situations, we construct an optimi-
zation problem such as Equation (8).

minJ
�
ud;Xsp;Uc

� ¼ jjxs � xvjj
s:t:xv2Xsp
uc2Uc

xs ¼ f ðxs;uc;udÞ
(8)

In Equation (8), ud;Xsp;Uc are given as parameters, xs is the
solution of the steady-state equation, and xv can be regarded as an
auxiliary variable. The intuitive meaning of this optimization
problem is to find a control variable uc that satisfies the control
constraint set Uc and drive the steady-state operating point of the
system as close as possible to the control target Xsp. When xs is
inside the control target, the auxiliary variable xv can coincide with
xs, and the value of the optimization objective function is 0. When
xs is outside the control target, the two points cannot be completely
overlapped due to the constraint of xv, the objective function of the
optimization problem is numerically expressed as the shortest
distance between xs and the control target. The redundancy search
algorithm for a given interval is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 implements the redundancy search algorithm for a given
redundant variable interval. However, there is no detailed search
method for the setting target of candidate redundant variables, so
we propose a method for determining the interval of candidate
redundant variables.
When the system is inside the control target, the actual value of

the candidate redundant variable ud at the current moment can be
obtained. The largest redundant variable interval is generated
based on this expansion, so we use the original single-step opera-
tion range of the redundant variable deltaðudÞ as the step size to
perform a two-way search. The search process is shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, the interval of candidate redundant variables can
gradually increase until the algorithm shown in Fig. 6 is not satis-
fied. In the specific implementation process, a search algorithm can
be designed to step through each input variable step by step. While
determining the redundant variable, the maximum domain of the



redundant variable can also be determined.
This section mainly proposes search methods for redundant

variables. Firstly, some characteristics of redundant variables are
analyzed, and then a specific algorithm for examining redundant
variables and a method for determining the domain of redundant
variables are proposed.
4. Optimization strategy design based on redundant variables

The optimization strategy based on redundant variables needs
to meet two prerequisites. First assume that the necessary prepa-
ration conditions have been met, that is, the control target is a zone
target. Second, ensure that the system has redundant control var-
iables and that its domain has been acquired.
4.1. Optimal control strategy of parallel structure

When controlling for a continuous production process, the
entire control system could have two working states. Control mode
and optimization mode. It is worth noting that a system operating
in optimized modewill not completely shut down the controller. In
the framework proposed in this paper, optimization is based on
redundant control variables, which means that there is an opti-
mizer to adjust the redundant variables, while the remaining var-
iables are still under the regulation of the zone controller. In the
optimization process, the optimizer and the controller are of equal
importance to the overall stability of the control system. The design
of the optimizer needs to consider both optimization and control
performance. In Section 3, the domain of redundant variables can
be obtained according to the redundant variable search algorithm
and interval search method. The change of the redundant variables
in the definition domain will not affect the steady-state perfor-
mance of the system, so the need for ensuring the control perfor-
mance of the system can be reduced in the process of designing the
optimizer. In the design process of the controller, two different
stages need to be considered. The emphasis is on the design of the
controller when the system is operating in an optimized state.
Because the optimizer directly operates on the redundant variables,
the value of the redundant variables can be regarded as a
measurable disturbance variable relative to the controller. There-
fore, the design of the controller should consider the existence of
measurable disturbances.

When the system is in control mode, the optimizer is sus-
pended. All control variables of the system are directly operated by
the zone controller. In this case, economic optimization is not
considered, and the system states are driven into the control target
as the only requirement.

During the operation of the above strategy, the switching pro-
cess of the above two operation modes also needs to be considered.
We design a coordinator to switch the controller adopted by the
system by real-time monitoring whether the current state is within
the control target. When the state variables of the system are
outside the control target of the system, the zone controller is used
to control all the control variables.When it is detected that the state
variable of the system is in the control target, the optimization
strategy of the parallel structure described above is adopted to
improve the economics of the process system. The structure of the
entire control system is shown in Fig. 8. The switching process of
the system between two operating states is shown in Fig. 9.

The coordinator in Fig. 8 monitors the value of the operating
state variable x of the system in real time, and switches the oper-
ating state of the system as shown in Fig. 9 according to different
zone where the state x is located. The specific implementation
formula of the zone controller and the formula of the optimizer are
described in detail in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2.

4.2. Implementation of the zone controller

For multi-variable strongly coupled control systems, traditional
PID control strategies may not be able to achieve the aforemen-
tioned zone control tasks. Therefore, in the framework of this paper,



Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of system operating state switching (When the directional
line switching conditions are met, the system operating state will be changed).
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In Equation (9), the objective function of the optimization
problem is composed of two parts, one of which is the distance
function distðxðkÞ;XspÞmentioned in Section 2.1, and the other is an
additional part lðDuðkÞ;DxðkÞÞ2R that stabilizes the system. This
function satisfies lðDuðkÞ;DxðkÞÞ � 0, and the equality sign holds if
and only if DuðkÞ ¼ 0;DxðkÞ ¼ 0. When the system is outside the
control target . the first term of the objective function pre-
dominates, which will drive the system to move toward the control
target. When the system state variable is within the control target,
the distðxðkÞ;XspÞ part of the objective function is always 0, and
lðDuðkÞ;DxðkÞÞ dominates.

When it is detected that the state variable of the system is in the
control target, the optimization strategy of the parallel structure is
adopted to improve the economy of the process system. The control
formula is shown in Equation (10).

minJ ¼
X
k¼1

N
dist

�
xðkÞ;Xsp

�þ X
k¼1

N�1
lðDucðkÞ;DxðkÞÞ

s:t:xðkþ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ;ucðkÞ;udÞ; k ¼ 1;…;N
ucðkÞ2Uc; k ¼ 1;…;N
xðkÞ2X; k ¼ 1;…;N
DucðkÞ ¼ ucðkþ 1Þ � ucðkÞ; k ¼ 1;…;N� 1
DxðkÞ ¼ xðkþ 1Þ � xðkÞ; k ¼ 1;…;N� 1

(10)

In Equation (10), the basic form is the same as Equation (9).
However, because of the existence of redundant control variables,
the system is in an operating state with insufficient degrees of
freedom, so there are two processing methods for processing un-
controlled redundant input variables. The first method is to treat it
as an unmeasurable disturbance, which does not consider its
modeling inside the controller, and only uses feedback control to
reduce its impact on the system. The second method is to process
the redundant input variable by using a measurable feedforward
variable. During the design of the controller, the modeling of
redundant channels is retained and treated as a constant value
disturbance. In order to ensure the validity of constant value pro-
cessing, we need to make the operating cycle of the optimizer
greater than the operating cycle of the controller. The specific
implementation form is explained in section 4.3.
4.3. Implementation of the optimizer

The design of the optimizer is divided into two parts. First, when
the system is detected to be inside the control target, the coordi-
nator marks the redundant input variables and sends the infor-
mation to the optimizer. The optimizer calculates the best steady-
state operating value for redundant input channels. Second, the
optimizer should implement this optimization effect in a special
way. In the actual chemical production process, rapid adjustment of
input variables is not allowed in some cases. Therefore, segmen-
tation is needed to achieve optimal adjustment of redundant input
variables. For this reason, we propose the concept of optimization
cycle ratio to implement the segmentation optimization in detail.

The formula of the optimizer is shown in Equation (11).

minJ ¼ leðx;uc;udÞ
s:t:x ¼ f ðx;uc;udÞ
x2X
uc2Uc
ud2Ud

(11)

In Equation (11), leðx;uc;udÞ2R represents the economic cost of
the system, and energy saving, economic optimization and other
indicators should be fully considered in the design process. The
economic indicator function should also satisfy semi-positive
definiteness, that is, leðx;uc;udÞ � 0.

The u*d calculated by Equation (11) can be regarded as the
optimal steady state value of the redundant input channel. In the
optimization mode, the redundant input channel needs to be set to
the optimal value. However, the change rate of the redundant
channel will affect the stability of the system, because the excessive
change of the redundant variable will cause the system to tempo-
rarily leave the zone control target. Therefore, we introduced the
optimization cycle ratio to achieve the entire optimization process,
as shown in Equation (12).

g¼To
Tc

(12)

In Equation (12), Tc represents the operating cycle of the
controller, and To represents the operating cycle of the optimizer. In
general, choose g � 1 to determine the execution cycle of the
optimizer. Fig. 10 shows the implementation of parallel optimiza-
tion based on the optimization cycle ratio.

The optimal value u*d of the redundant input variables is realized
in multiple stages due to the existence of the optimization cycle
ratio during the tracking process. In each step of the change pro-
cess, the zone predictive controller has a certain adjustment time so
as to be able to generate a corresponding control effect to suppress
the disturbance caused by redundant variables. However, under the
framework of zone control, the control target is set as a set, and the
control performance of the system can still be guaranteed.

In order to quantitatively analyze this control strategy, we
designed a specific numerical simulation experiment in Section 5 to
illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the method.



Fig. 10. Schematic of optimization strategy based on optimization cycle ratio.

Table 1
Description of each variable of Shell model.

Variable name Description

u1 Top draw flow rate
u2 Side draw flow rate
u3 Bottom reflux head transfer rate
x1 Top end point
x2 Side end point
x3 Top temperature
x4 Upper reflux temperature
x5 Side draw temperature
x6 Intermediate reflux temperature
x7 Bottom reflux temperature

Table 2
The control constraints of Shell model.

Variable name Limitation

x1 [-0.5 1]
x7 [-0.5 -]
u1;u2;u3 [-0.5 0.5]
Du1;Du2;Du3 [-0.05 0.05]
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5. Method verification and results analysis

The SHELL model [27] is used to verify the control optimization
strategy proposed in this paper. The Process flowsheet drawing of
this system is shown in Fig. 11.

The SHELL model is given by the form of a transfer function, so it
is a coupled linear model with time delay. All of the state variables
are dimensionless. The description of each variable of the model
and the constraints of each variable are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 [28].

Numerical simulation is mainly used to verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the strategy proposed in this paper. Before giving
the simulation results, we verified two problems. The first is
whether the zone control system must have redundancy. The sec-
ond is whether a system with redundancy can be optimized based
on redundant variables. In the first problem, we take the zone
control target and the constraints of each variable as an application
scenario. Simulation shows that for each random application sce-
nario, redundancy does not necessarily exist. But for some appli-
cation scenarios, this constraint can be obtained by reducing the
Fig. 11. Diagram of Shell control problem.
constraints of some variables. For example, narrowing the control
limitation of the flow can make the flow a redundant control var-
iable. Based on the above facts, we believe that redundancy exists
as a property of zone control systems. In the second problem, we
found that each application scenario with redundant control vari-
ables can be economically optimized using the strategy proposed in
this paper. Simulation experiments show that the optimization
strategy can indeed reduce the economic loss index. Therefore, it
can be verified that the optimization strategy in this paper can
indeed be applied to the zone control systemwith redundancy. We
chose a representative simulation example to verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the optimization strategy proposed in this
paper.

We give the following zone control target: xsp1 2½0:13;0:67�, xsp2 2

½0:23; 0:86�, xsp7 2½0:35; 0:68�.In the MPC framework, each variable
can be guaranteed to bewithin constraints.When themain concern
variable is under control, the remaining variables are free to change
within an acceptable range, so additional attention to this part is
omitted. According to the redundant variable search algorithm
mentioned in Section 3.2, we judge each control variable sepa-
rately, and finally obtain the redundant definition domain of each
variable as: u12½ �0:17;0:13� , u22½ � 0:07;0:02�, u32½ � 0:3;0:4�.
In the process of optimization, since u3 has a greater impact on the
system, the controller needs to always have control over it.
Therefore, even if u3 has a large redundancy interval, we still do not
consider it as a redundant variable. At the same time, we perform
offline simulation inside a given target to obtain the steady-state
value of u3 when u1 and u2 change, and the time required to
reach the steady state.

Fig. 12 shows the steady state values of u1 and u2 corresponding
to different u3 when the zone control target is achieved, and the
time required to reach the steady state. We choose 1 min as the
sampling period of the zone prediction controller. If u1 is selected as
a redundant control variable and its optimization range is limited to
[0.05 0.15], g ¼ 46 can be selected so that the system can ensure
that the system has sufficient response time. In this numerical
simulation experiment, we select the performance index function

le ¼ k u� ½0:08;�0:03;�0:02�T k þ k x� ½0:4;0:545;0:515�T k. We
use u1 as a redundant input channel, and the simulation results of
the system is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 shows the entire numerical simulation process, which is



divided into four stages. In the first stage, the system is in control
mode, and all input variables are controlled by the controller. When
the state variable of the system enters the zone control target, the
system switches to the optimization mode and enters the second
stage. At the same time, the coordinator uses u1 as a redundant
variable to start the optimization operation. The optimizer per-
forms an optimization operation with a sampling period of To ¼ 46
min. Increasing u1 means increasing the output flow at the top of
the column, but it is still necessary to monitor the temperature at
the bottom of the column to avoid x7 being too low. In the second
stage, the temperature at the bottom of the column rises first and
then drops. At the last moment of this stage, x7 moves out of the
zone control target. Therefore, the coordinator switches the system
working state back to the control mode, that is, the third stage
starts. The main task of the third stage is to re-achieve the control
target. According to the numerical simulation results, it can be seen
that x7 was quickly re-driven to the zone control target. In the
fourth stage, we manually lowered the upper limit of the redun-
dancy interval of u1, so the system can maintain stability under the
largest possible state of u1. At the same time, the bottom temper-
ature x7
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during the handover process, additional monitoring procedures are
designed. When the system state variables are outside the control
target or are about to break the control target boundary and move
outside, the control of all control variables will be obtained by the
zone predictive controller. This ensures that the system state is
driven into the control target when the system state is outside the
zone control target. When the system state variable is inside the
zone control target, the coordinator will start an optimization
operation to ensure potential economic benefits. This result verifies
the feasibility and effectiveness of this optimization strategy
through simulation.
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